
Name of the Song: Our Hearts Take Flight  

 

School Name: Websong Nursery & Pre-Primary School 

 

Composer: Salu Ngedu (@mwana_ai) 

 

Song: (Vol. One) 
 
This shorter and snappier school song for Websong Pre and Primary 
School is designed to be catchy and attractive while still conveying the 
school's values and aspirations 
 

(Verse 1) 
In Websong School, our hearts take flight, 
KWhere young minds shine so bright. 
Quality education, our guiding light, 
In Katoro's embrace, we reach new height. 
 
(Chorus) 
Websong, Websong, our pride so true, 
Tanzania's future, we stand with you. 
In our hearts, the values we hold, 
Websong Pre and Primary, strong and bold. 
 
(Verse 2) 
Spiritual roots, we cherish deep, 
In Websong's halls, our promises we keep. 
A clean, green world, we strive to reap, 
With knowledge and love, we'll climb the steep. 
 
(Chorus) 
Websong, Websong, our pride so true, 
Tanzania's future, we stand with you. 
In our hearts, the values we hold, 
Websong Pre and Primary, strong and bold. 
 
(Verse 3) 
Academic stars, we aim to be, 
Good manners and kindness, for all to see. 
Hard work's the key to what we'll achieve, 
In Websong's embrace, we'll surely believe. 
 
(Chorus) 
Websong, Websong, our pride so true, 
Tanzania's future, we stand with you. 



In our hearts, the values we hold, 
Websong Pre and Primary, strong and bold. 
 
(Verse 4) 
Leaders of tomorrow, we shall become, 
With courage and wisdom, under the sun. 
In Websong School, our journey's begun, 
Together we'll rise, as one we are one. 
 
(Chorus) 
Websong, Websong, our pride so true, 
Tanzania's future, we stand with you. 
In our hearts, the values we hold, 
Websong Pre and Primary, strong and bold. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Song: (Vol. Two) 
 



May this song inspire and unite the students of Websong Pre and 
Primary School as they embark on their educational journey. 

 
(Verse 1) 
In Websong's embrace, we learn and we grow, 
From ages two to thirteen, our spirits aglow. 
With hearts full of dreams and faces that gleam, 
In Websong Pre and Primary, we chase every beam. 
 
(Chorus) 
Websong, Websong, our beacon of light, 
In Tanzania's heart, we stand strong and bright. 
With "Quality Education is Our Pride" in our sight, 
Websong School, our future takes flight. 
 
(Verse 2) 
Nurturing minds, both tender and young, 
In Katoro's beauty, where songs are sung. 
Spiritual teachings, in our hearts they've sprung, 
For Websong Pre and Primary, we're forever sprung. 
 
(Chorus) 
Websong, Websong, our beacon of light, 
In Tanzania's heart, we stand strong and bright. 
With "Quality Education is Our Pride" in our sight, 
Websong School, our future takes flight. 
 
(Verse 3) 
Clean, green surroundings, we vow to protect, 
With hard work and manners, we'll never neglect. 
Academic brilliance, a goal we'll perfect, 
In Websong's warm embrace, we'll never defect. 
 
(Chorus) 
Websong, Websong, our beacon of light, 
In Tanzania's heart, we stand strong and bright. 
With "Quality Education is Our Pride" in our sight, 
Websong School, our future takes flight. 
 
(Verse 4) 
Leaders in the making, with courage we stand, 
United in purpose, hand in hand. 
We'll shape our destiny, like grains in the sand, 
In Websong School, our dreams expand. 
 



(Chorus) 
Websong, Websong, our beacon of light, 
In Tanzania's heart, we stand strong and bright. 
With "Quality Education is Our Pride" in our sight, 
Websong School, our future takes flight. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Song: (Vol. Three) 
 
May this inspirational school song fill the hearts of Websong Pre and 
Primary School students with determination and hope as they embark 
on their educational journey. 



 
(Verse 1) 
Websong's light, our guiding star, 
From near and far, we've come so far. 
In Katoro's embrace, we learn and soar, 
In Websong, knowledge opens every door. 
 
(Chorus) 
Websong, Websong, our pride and delight, 
Tanzania's future, shining so bright. 
With "Quality Education" as our might, 
Websong School, our future takes flight. 
 
(Verse 2) 
Values strong, in our hearts they dwell, 
Clean and green, we protect and excel. 
Hard work and manners, our stories will tell, 
In Websong's embrace, we'll rise and excel. 
 
(Chorus) 
Websong, Websong, our pride and delight, 
Tanzania's future, shining so bright. 
With "Quality Education" as our might, 
Websong School, our future takes flight. 
 
(Verse 3) 
Leaders we'll be, with courage and grace, 
In Websong's hall, we'll find our place. 
With knowledge and dreams, we'll embrace, 
Websong School, our future we'll chase. 
 
(Chorus) 
Websong, Websong, our pride and delight, 
Tanzania's future, shining so bright. 
With "Quality Education" as our might, 
Websong School, our future takes flight. 
 

 

 


